Mystery Movie Offers Hints for Student Backing

There is a breaze of a movement blowing softly on campus that is attempting to stir up student activism into a possible human force.

It doesn't have a name, much less a specific leader, but this current fall is in its purpose to get students into Barry development plan.

Only Ideas Exist

One workshop for the unnamed, unorganized, unformulated, non-descriptive activity project, which does not stand out, is the only definite element in its existence.

"It is only in the talking stages," she explained. "If Barry College is in the throes of a five million dollar development project, we can't study the situation and show an interest in the future of their own college by doing something positive instead of furthering the cause of this program?"

Volunteer For Committees

It is proposed that students volunteer for standing committees to assist with the already existing Barry College administrative personnel.

Because of the lack of interest, the anecdotel was told. Students from any class division, level and alphabet could volunteer their time in making high school and junior college contacts on the college day programs.

In the same respect, Barryites could work more closely with the alumni when their association schedule events in which students now attending Barry could participate. A fashion show by the students at an alumni banquet was one suggestion given.

Biggest Target Plan

Perhaps the biggest target in the proposed plan in the special attention is the proposal for an event to raise funds for a scale model that wouldn't have been needed if educational buildings included in the plan for the five million or more dollars in Barry College.

Display Scale Model

Scale models of buildings are expensive, the spokesman added, but much more can be done for much less expense. A fashion show by the students at an alumni banquet was one suggestion given.

Social Court to be Honored At Coronation Ball

A Coronation Ball, sponsored by the faculty, to honor the President of the Social Court and her court will be given Saturday evening, November 5, in Thompson Hall.

Accepting honors with Linda Wolfe, as Campus Queen, is her court Maureen Mooney, Ellen Deller, Nancy Worth, and Mary Jo Goggin.

Under Senior Direction

Specific arrangements for the festivities are under the chairmanship of Donald Allen, the social chairman of the Senior Class.

Bids are available this week at the Information Desk on a first come first serve basis.

Attire for the seniors is either dark suit or tux and girls can wear long or short formal gowns.

The dance will feature the music of Johnny Masters and his orchestra on a return engagement from the 1966 Prom.

A New Social Guide

At the top of the Social Board agenda this year is a "social guide," which will assist in directing plans for social events throughout the year. The guide will include an annotated band file, a chaperon file, and a proposed structure of various committees needed for a dance.

This will also eliminate confusion concerning correct procedures with publicity, decorations and ticket sales.

The bulletin board in the cantine and game room will display in a large format the Social Calendar. Events will be posted on activities at the University of Miami, Barry College, and Dade Jr. College.

Not only does the Social Board coordinate the social activities on campus, but it also helps regulate the wearing apparel on campus, sue the policies of and guide the students concerning the cantion and game room.

Big Senior Day Is October 27

Seniors will observe their annual Class Day this year October 27.

A Mass at noon in the Jesu College Chapel will be offered for them.

Other classmen will acknowledge the honorizing class by wear­ ing the color green with white.
The Class of 1970...

When the freshmen robed themselves in the academic caps and gowns this Sunday, they will officially join the ranks of the largest class in U.S. history, more than 1.1 million students.

According to a recent article in Pace, they are considered the brightest and best prepared academically. This is the post-scheduled time, which has been too long, and criticized, praised and pampered, cuddled and condemned. Never has there been so many known so little. The editor, povet, public, and family home from homes which are interested in their properly directed education. They attended schools with the best education in the language and_college that courses. They also were taught by teachers who could offer many known so little of war, hunger, poverty and disease.

These students, with thousands of others across the country, are looking at the future. They are asking questions. The question often asked is: are we or are we not at war? The "New Frontier" of John F. Kennedy and now analyzing the "Great Society" of Lyndon B. Johnson.

Today, however, this class is pondering the Vietnam issue. According to a recent article in Pace, they are considered the brightest and best prepared academically. This is the post-scheduled time, which has been too long, and criticized, praised and pampered, cuddled and condemned. Never has there been so many known so little of war, hunger, poverty and disease.

The Class of 1970... is pondering the Vietnam issue. According to a recent article in Pace, they are considered the brightest and best prepared academically. This is the post-scheduled time, which has been too long, and criticized, praised and pampered, cuddled and condemned. Never has there been so many known so little of war, hunger, poverty and disease.

We Reserve the Right...

Among the ruffles and flourishes of the second student Council meeting this year that surrounded the inevitable awareness by campus leaders of the obvious fact that few of the student body in college affairs was the sudden realization that the editorial rights of a free campus newspaper are inalienable.

The right to express opinions on an editorial page is nothing new. The history of the freedom of the press is filled with dramatic accounts of newspaper editors who practically gave their lives, or at least jeopardized their lives in the name of constitutional right to inform, to criticize and to mold public opinion.

We should urge anyone on the Student Council, therefore, to learn that the Angelicus editors can reserve to themselves the right to determine what is written in their editorial pages.

The statement ended there, it would support editorial treason, but the statement just doesn’t end there. The other side of the right is responsibility, and no one is more sensitive to the responsibility that weighs heavily upon the printed word than the person who writes it.

We have no intention to tell Barry College how to run Barry College. We do intend, however, to reflect the thinking of the students, whether that thinking is in the "do think" or "should think" category.

In other words, it is the explicit responsibility of the editors to report truthfully what the Barry mind is thinking, but to be subject to the demands of individuals or groups to run a certain editorial is not part of that responsibility.

Newspaper readers enjoy freedom of the press in that they may write letters to the editor that reflect their thinking on matters discussed. A heavy mail bag of letters showing contrary opinion is one checkpoint that keeps editors in line with public opinion.

The axe that needs grinding is not the tool for editorialia. News is the responsibility, provoking editorial remarks that are found on this page, not someone’s gripe or complaint.

We ask for a clarification of this statement is the personal responsibility, and of the student body.

Letters to the Editor...

Dear Editor,

Since we are now at Barry, we are grateful to the Angelicus for giving us the opportunity to ask our questions and to have them answered.

In the revised edition of the Student Handbook, which was sent to us this summer, in the section marked Academic Life, the only statement regarding class attendance is "Attendance at class is personal responsibility of the student."

When the cast for "Camelot" was posted a few weeks ago I was glad to see that Andrew Yoh got the part of Arthur. I was there the night he tried out and although I’m not quite yet a drama person, I was voting for him all along.

More than likely, I would have never gone to the aud the night Andrew tried out for Camelot and although I was under the impression that Brian Kelly, of Flipper fame, was to be present, I'm not sure if I was allowed to look over the looks of some of the faces there I was sure they were waiting for the same reason. As it turned out, Mr. Kelly never showed and I sat through two hours of King Arthur, Queen Guinevere, Morgan Le Fays, and Merlins.

Being a first-nighter at a tryout is kinda nerve racking. If the aud was a bit hard to accept. The stage manager joined the patrons during the performance and down the aisles. None had its lead on stage, behind the break and in the rumble of commotion on the victim at stage center.

For those who auditioned there was ample time to show their talent, a reading from the script and a song from the "Camelot" score. On the whole those who tried out for "Camelot" should have made it, but for some of them it was a trial by error with that material.

Charity reigns that night in favor of the tone deaf and the tone sour. Unfortunately, the audience swallowed the damages and stood soberly at the floor.

The place was full of pseudo-criticism, but the real one was the director who sat within earshot of me. Short of an hour later, I was composing my first editorial. I was wondering how the auditioners and each one get a comment.

I don’t think it possible for me to live in the same building. I had to pay for a graduate of Artie’s show. I was glad to see that Andrew Yoh got the part of Arthur. I was there the night he tried out and although I’m not quite...
It was "out of sight"...

Sophomores Initiate INDustrious Frosh

Fashion for the IN crowd...split-shoe loafers, white ankle socks, dark skirts and starched white blouses.

The new style lasted only one day, October 19, Initiation Day for 200 freshmen. But because clothes alone do not make the person, there was more to the Barry College Boot Camp than just a uniform. The detailed regulations for the many. According to the Barry College Boot Camp rulebook, beds were to be made the military way and from the looks of it, it was the first of many. According to the Barry College Boot Camp rulebook, beds were to be taunt and ready for the quarter bounce.

Freshmen Pat Allen and Terry DeloRusso attempt to make a bed the military way and from the looks of it, it was the first of many. According to the Barry College Boot Camp rulebook, beds were to be taunt and ready for the quarter bounce.

views and Reviews

Disciplined Voices Captivate Audience

By Elise Henshaw

That boys are boys the world over was clearly demonstrated last Sunday at the Barry College Auditorium when the Singing Boys of Monterey presented the second concert of Barry's current Culture Series.

After the curtain rang down on their final selection, thirty little boys made a dash for the wings and were caught in various attitudes of escape when the curtain went up again to the enthusiastic applause of a delightful audience.

There was no doubt, however, that these are superbly trained and disciplined youngsters. With their complete attention focused on the commanding figure of their director, Amader Cortés Medina, the "Niños Cantores" presented a repertoire that spanned several centuries of music and included religious offerings, a charming Italian song El Grillo ("The Cricket"), The Blue Danse, and several of the colorful folk songs of their own Mexico.

Appearing first in white and blue-trimmed casacos, the boys resembled a gathering of small bishops, wavy in size and shape. All the songs are sung in the original language and for boys as young (8 to 12 years of age), they handled this difficult task with remarkable ability.

The curtain opened following the first intermission to reveal the Choir in grey jackets, short pants and knee socks and white shirts with bow ties. The pleasure expressed by the audience in their sudden burst of applause seemed expected by the boys and must be a natural reaction, at least in America.

Throughout the concert, with the exception of a rare stolen glance at the audience or an equally rare flicker of a smile, the youngsters were intent and serious with their eyes always on their director and the entire production revolved around his lead. Medina's No. 2 shirt was bound to droop. Officers sported rulers to measure the cord (2 1/2 x 4 1/3) pinned 1 7/8 inches down from the left shoulder.

A Strict Military Meal

It was strictly a military affair. Sophomores grinned and bore the square meal style that had them literally sitting on the edge of their chairs.

The cap and gown ceremony that was to follow in a few days would be a welcome relief from Barry College Boot Camp. By then, freshmen would be Initiated, Initiated, and Invited— and IN.

Shoes not on her own feet, were on the closet floor, shined, and those with lores had to be tied, too, pointing toward the closet door.

Shoes not on her own feet, were on the closet floor, shined, and those with lores had to be tied, too, pointing toward the closet door.
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COLLEGE TALK

College Talk returns to the pages of the Angelicus this year under the pen of freshman, Karla McGinnis, who will spot news of interest from the campuses of colleges and universities throughout the country.

If you have complaints about your education, take them to Dr. Friedman. That is what a group of University of Texas students will be doing this term when they encase their complaints in a new institution course on the educational process.

The course, a non-credit seminar led by assistant professor of psychology Dr. Thomas Friedman, will allow students to examine systematically the education they are receiving. The course will have no set content and students can initiate discussion on any aspect of education—from the value of grades to teacher training.

"We have no sacred cow," Dr. Friedman said. "As I see the seminar, it will be an opportunity for some of us to back off and take a look at what we are going through, what the problems are, and what some of the long-term trends and solutions may be.

The interdisciplinary course will have no exams or grades, but students will complete a re- search project. It is offered at the Miami City College in Lakeside, New York, the freshmen chose to do a project on the upperclassmen. To even the scores the fresh planned a revolt and kicked all upperclassmen into Saratoga Lake, the58ers, and started a picnic outing.

Students at Florida Southern University in Lakeland learned that "God will clue you in" from Father Dunstan, a monk of the Order of the Good Shepherd. Father's dry humor and reverence transformed the students to "vakity yak" with Jesus every day. If you converse with Jesus, He'll clue you in.

Mercy College in Detroit, Michigan, initiated its Artists and Drama Series with a performance of 'the singer's singer,' John Gary.
Mystery... (Continued from Page 1)

she added, "why students should think that this development is something else's problem. After all, the course is given at the top of the degree as an important one as the name lettered in the center.

"How long the prestige of the college degree lasts depends upon expansion of facilities and curriculum offers that the college maintains in her progress of education."

Excellent College Reputation

She made an observation that many students come to Barry "because of her excellent reputation as a liberal arts college for women or a college that offers an outstanding program in a specific field. It should follow, therefore, that students should also be concerned about her keeping that reputation."

Just how long it will take before their breezy ideas hit the reality of hurricane force to shape an honest-to-goodness working committee is difficult to predict.

Those doing the blowing are hopeful that it will be accepted by some employers who will take the opportunity to prove that Barry College exists because her students want her to.
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